
Bean tree life cycle
Cut out, order and label the parts of the life cycle

bean tree   seed    flower   root growing   seedpod   seedling



Draw and label a plant
Language name

English name

Where does this plant grow?

 sand country          rivers          woodland           rocky country           plains

What is the plant use for?

Draw a picture of the plant and label the leaves, flowers, seeds, stem and 
bark.

 

     



Labels for pressed specimens and plant profiles

Labels for pressed specimens and plant profiles

English name:

Language name:

What it is used for?  food    medicine   tools   weapons   decoration

What kind of country (habitat) does it grow in?
   
 sand country    rivers     woodland    rocky country    limestone country

What type of plant is it?
 
    vine     shrub     tree     herb     grass

English name:

Language name:

What it is used for?  food    medicine   tools   weapons   decoration

What kind of country (habitat) does it grow in?
   
 sand country    rivers     woodland    rocky country    limestone country

What type of plant is it?
 
    vine     shrub     tree     herb     grass



English name:

Language name:

What it is used for?

What kind of country (habitat) does it grow in?

What type of plant is it?
 (vine, shrub, tree, herb, grass)

Labels for pressed specimens and plant profiles

English name:

Language name:

What it is used for?

What kind of country (habitat) does it grow in?

What type of plant is it?
 (vine, shrub, tree, herb, grass)

Labels for pressed specimens and plant profiles



Plant Adaptations - for Senior Primary

Language name

English name

Where does this plant grow?

 sand country      rivers      woodland       rocky country       

 limestone country       plains

What type of plant is it?

 vine       little shrub        shrub        tree        herb        grass
 

Some things about plants help them to survive in hot, dry 
country. These things are called adaptations to the 
environment. Circle the adaptations this plant has.

Bark  rough      smooth     corky     furrowed      light colour

Leaves   small     narrow      spines     spikey      shiny     waxy  

tough     silvery     hairy   fleshy    hanging down    light colour 
 

Seeds inside gumnut   woody seedpod   other seedpod   cone     

                                                                                                                                                                                                               



Language name_____________________________
English name __________________________________

Draw a picture of the plant

Plant Story - for Upper Primary

Where does this plant grow?_______________________

Describe the plant’s habit_________________________
(is it a tree, shrub, grass, vine or herb?)

Describe the bark_______________________________

leaves________________________________________

flowers_______________________________________

seeds________________________________________

What is the plant used for?________________________

_____________________________________________
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Plants and Habitats 

What kind of country is it?

Draw a picture of the country showing the different plants

Draw one of the plants that you have learnt about. What is 
its name?

                                    What is it used for?

                                                                         medicine

                                                                            food

                                                                            tools
       
                                                                            

Tangentyere Landcare



What other plants have you learnt about?

        Name:

           Uses:
           medicine
           food
           tools
           weapons

        Name:

           Uses:
           medicine
           food
           tools
           weapons

        Name:

           Uses:
           medicine
           food
           tools
           weapons


